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1
Summer Reading

2
The Beginning of the American Dream: Concept vs

Reality

3
The American Dream Continued

Description

To cultivate engagement and develop expertise through volume of practice, students
will have a choice of four texts to read.

Knowledge & Skills
Learners will sharpen literary reading skills in order to deepen understanding, gain new
perspectives, and develop new skills and strategies to meet the challenge of complex

texts. Moreover,  learners will express their interpretation and analysis clearly and
persuasively while also making strategic use of digital media to embrace understanding

and to add interest.

Essential Question(s)
Can reading be done for pleasure if given the (relative) choice? Can students identify
themselves through fiction? Can students identify the "Big Picture" of the text -- the

theme?

Anchor Texts

Either  "The Color Purple”, "The Old Man and the Sea," “The Great Gatsby” or “The
Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-time”

Supplemental Choice Texts

N/A

Summative Assessment/Performance Task

1. Students will compose a hybrid personal/literary analysis. 2. Students will take a
summative assessment on their chosen text. 3. Students will present their selected text

to class.

Description

Students will learn about the Puritans and the ideals of our theocratic origins,
making sure to think about the inherent conflict between self and society and

how these ideas are reflected in literature.

Knowledge & Skills
Learners will sharpen their literary skills and gain a complex and deep

understanding of our country’s origin while strengthening their depth of being
able to identify key literary elements (protagonist, antagonist, conflict, symbol

and, most importantly, theme ).  Learners will also be able to identify the theme
of the play and link this theme to our current day.  Lastly, learners will research

this modern day thematic connection and learn how to synthesize this
connection within their own writing.

Essential Question(s)

How do successful societies function? What are the characteristics of an
unsuccessful society? How do individuals function within society? How do

individuals function within a society when there is a conflict of ideas? What does
individual morality mean, and how are all these essential questions

demonstrated through mastery of literary analysis? Can students synthesize all
these themes in a way where they can see the relevance to the society in which

they live? Can students research specific examples that demonstrate how the
themes of "The Crucible" are relevant today? Can students compose a research

paper that demonstrates The Crucible's relevance? Can students master
research basics: incorporating quotes, providing parenthetical documentation,

and creating a Works Cited page?

Anchor Texts

The Crucible

Supplemental Choice Texts

Non-fiction materials about Puritans, the Salem witch-hunt, McCarthyism, etc

Summative Assessment/Performance Task

1. Students will take a summative assessment on the unit upon completion 2.
Students will compose an out-of-class research paper that demonstrates "The

Crucible's" thematic relevance.

Description

Students will learn about the 20th Century's American Dream, making sure to
think about the inherent conflict between self and society, and how these ideas

are reflected in literature.

Knowledge & Skills
Learners will be able to cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support

analysis of the inequities of the American Dream, as well as be able to
comprehend text complexity to make personal, societal and ethical connections

that deepen student understanding.

Essential Question(s)

What is the definition of the American Dream? How has the American Dream
evolved throughout time? Where has there been a time when the idea of the
American Dream has not been met within the reality of the American Dream?

What happens to a dream deferred? How are deferred dreams still an on-going
reality in the 21st Century?

Anchor Texts

"The Raisin in the Sun"

Supplemental Choice Texts

Non-fiction materials about 1950s America; Langston Hughes's poetry

Summative Assessment/Performance Task

1. A summative assessment upon unit's end 2. A Socratic Seminar that allows
students to explore ideas about the American Dream, race, etc in a democratic

platform
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4
The Memoir: Knowing Self

5
Research Course Description

Description

Students will discuss identity and how various socio-cultural strains contribute to a
sense of self.

Knowledge & Skills
Learners  will analyze and evaluate the effectiveness of the structure an author uses in

his or her exposition of an argument, including whether the structure makes points clear,
convincing, and engaging. Learners will also determine an author’s perspective or
purpose in a text in which rhetoric is particularly effective, analyzing how style and

content contribute to the power, persuasiveness, or beauty of the text. Finally, learners
will write narratives to develop real experiences or events using effective technique,

well-chosen details, and well-structured event sequences.

Essential Question(s)

How do we view ourselves? By what standards do we view ourselves? How do we
develop identity? How do we develop resiliency? How do we develop grit? What is our

own life's story?

Anchor Texts

The Color of Water

Supplemental Choice Texts

Texts vary to mirror the identities and experiences of students.

Summative Assessment/Performance Task

1. Students will present a pre-reading research presentation about Orthodox Judaism,
the Jim Crow South and the Black Power movement 2. Students will write their own

memoir

Description

From a list of classics, students will choose the text they will autonomously
read. Then, building from the year's mini-research projects, students will now

demonstrate their ability to do scholarly research using our media center’s
on-line resources.

Knowledge & Skills
Learners will gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print and

digital sources, using advanced searches effectively; assess the strengths and
limitations of each source in terms of the task, purpose, and audience, avoiding

plagiarism. Learners will also draw evidence from literary and informational
texts to support analysis and research.

Essential Question(s)

Can reading be done for pleasure if given a ( relative ) choice? Can students
discover applicable literary analysis from on-line periodicals? Can students

synthesize research into their own writing

Anchor Texts

Choice

Supplemental Choice Texts

N/A

Summative Assessment/Performance Task

Students will read a literary text autonomously and then conduct research via
our on-line research databases, learning how to synthesize secondary quotes,
incorporate parenthetical documentation and create a Works Cited page in a

4-5 page literary research paper..

Literature and  Composition III emphasizes the high points of
American literature with an in-depth study of several significant
novels, essays, poems, and plays. Current nonfiction articles will
be read to make connections between the past present.
Composition instruction includes a focus on an analysis of
literature, multiple paragraph structures, individual style, the
writer’s voice, and creativity. During the second semester, a
research paper is completed. Work on grammar, vocabulary, and
independent reading will continue.
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